BOOK   TWO
FELLOWSHIP
INTERLUDE
It is seed time.
The field is brown with the unctuous purple-brown of freshly turned
earth.
The sowing has been harrowed home*
Life stirs at the root.
Sap rises to flow again into accustomed channels and course'to new growth.
A faint tinge of green comes over the brown field. The wood is flecked
with green and touched with delicate pink. The bobwhite has been calling
the spring for two weeks past. The boy, as he rakes the leaves and rubbish
from the fresh green grass of the door-yard, wonders as he notices that
plum trees, apple trees, berry bushes, flower beds show no sign of Spring.
He goes over to the beds to rake off the clean cane-stalks holding down the
dead leaves when ...
'Frank! Let them alone! Not safe to let them up yet.'
The beautiful, warm, clear day.
A clear, high night. Stars. A slender moon in the sky when the boy
went to bed.
Next morning Winter returned unexpectedly while he slept and spread
a rime of thick, white frost afield.
The warm sun came out in the still morning. The tiny flecks of green
and the pink tinge over the wood—went black.
Nipped in the bud!
'I thought so/ said Uncle James. 'I was afraid of it!' Let the bobwhite
whistle another week. Keep the frost in the roots of the flowers and the
fruit.
And the boy knew for the first time why 'cover' was carefully spread
over the flower beds after the ground had been frozen deep, and was
spread around over the roots of the fruit trees.
To keep the frost in the roots until safe for them to wake!
The young sentimentalist has recourse to the oracle. 'Uncle James! why
don't the trees and flowers know when to come out?'
* Well, that's something I can't tell,' said his uncle.
A vague fear settled over the spirit of the seeker after Truth. Had the
spring been singing about something it knew so little as to be set back like
this?
Did Uncle James know more about 'spring' then, than Nature knew
herself? Nor of course not.
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